Introduction
The statue of Cecil John Rhodes has fallen at the University of Cape Town. After this incident, other statues were defaced and vandalised; statues of Louis Botha outside Parliament and Queen Victoria in Port Elizabeth are such examples. Finally, in the City of Tshwane, the statue of Paul Kruger at the Church Square was defaced. These actions have become very much part of the current social discourse in South Africa. The wave to dismantle all statues attached to the history of colonialism, apartheid and white supremacy; it is not just a battle for public space but one of identity and belonging. It brings to the surface one of the most contentious discourses in the history of South Africa -the societal dichotomy of social 'inclusion' and 'exclusion'. This article reflects on the issue of social exclusion within the context of homelessness in the City of Tshwane.
Whilst the discourse of social inclusion and exclusion has its historical roots in the colonial and apartheid past (cf. Maylam 1995) , democratic South Africa is being ravaged by the results of social exclusion, a matter that keeps resurfacing in the public discourse. Examples that can be cited are many, but the current debate around statues and xenophobic attacks on foreign nationals is prominent. Social exclusion in South Africa is like a demon in the house which we are failing to get rid of. The urgency and scope of this problem is expressed by Coplan (2009) when he says: marginalised in all sectors of life. The homeless in the City of Tshwane, a focus group in the larger project on homelessness, is one such example.
Whilst issues of social exclusion are well recorded on the social, economic and political front, it is a basic premise of this research that it is also a religious matter. And contrary to the generally accepted view that religious communities, by their nature, are embracing and integrating, they have also become places of social exclusion to the different others. The narrative of the lame man begging in Acts 3:1-10 is one such example in the Bible. It appears from the literature that faith communities today seem to be very exclusive and inaccessible. They have created religious codes that keep the 'different others' in the margins. This phenomenon of social exclusion is even more entrenched in churches when it comes to persons with disability, as in the case of Acts 3:1-10 (cf. Reynolds 2012) .
It is clear from the foregoing that faith communities, as represented by the Christian church in our research, are not immune to the problem of social exclusion; hence, the need to reflect on the current situation of social exclusion as experienced by the homeless in Tshwane. Questions that arose were: how do the homeless and persons with disability experience social exclusion from faith communities? What do they say about the role that faith communities should play in addressing their marginalisation? In order to get answers to these questions and seek God's peace for the homeless in the City of Tshwane, this research allowed the socially excluded homeless in the city to be heard as they interpreted Acts 3:1-10 within the ambit of their own experiences. Seeing that Acts 3:1-10 deals with the issue of a lame man begging at the temple gate, the issue of disability featured prominently in the research on which this article is based. The article is structured as follows:
• literature review on faith communities, social exclusion, homelessness and disability in the context of Tshwane to map out the background to this research • research methodology used • theological reflection of Acts 3:1-10 to map out how trained readers of the text deal with issues under discussion; encounterological reading of Acts 3:1-10 to give space for voices of ordinary readers to emerge • synthesis: emerging voices of ordinary readers are recorded in comparison to the voices of trained readers • the conclusion.
Literature review on social exclusion

Social exclusion defined
The concept 'social exclusion' was first used within the French context during the 1970s (cf. Davies 2005:4) and has since gained global recognition. It has become a kind of cliché to cover almost every kind of social ill (Beall 2002:43) . The exercise to define 'social exclusion' is therefore very complex. There is no single definition of this phenomenon that captures the reality in every context. Grant, Blue and Harpham (2000:201) asserted that [s] ocial exclusion tends to be rooted in multiple forms of deprivation, related to issues such as employment status, housing, rights, education, gender or race, and is thus comprehensive in nature. (p. 201) However, in this article, social exclusion is defined in terms of different dimensions that seek to define it, and the following can be mentioned.
The social dimension of social exclusion
The social dimension refers to exclusion from decision making, social services and community and family support (Adato, Carter & May 2006:229) .
The economic dimension of social exclusion
The economic dimension refers to exclusion from the opportunities to earn income, the labour market and access to assets (Adato et al. 2006:229) .
Political dimension of social exclusion
Social exclusion is a political phenomenon, as Grant et al. (2000) declare: 'It is generally accepted that social exclusion goes beyond economic and social aspects of poverty to embrace political aspects such as political rights and citizenship'. The social, economic and political dimensions of social exclusion are interwoven and in some instances overlap.
Social exclusion as a religious phenomenon
Few scholars have reflected on this matter, especially in the City of Tshwane where there is a serious lack of literature in this field. Swart (2008) focused on the issue of social exclusion from a religious perspective, De Beer (2012) and Mashau (2014) added the issue of homelessness and land to the discourse. Whilst all three make a call for a church's involvement in a transformative way, they do not explicitly pay special attention to the issue of homeless persons with disability and their exclusion by the church; a matter which this article addresses in the light of Acts 3:1-10, a passage that deals with the crippled beggar at the temple gate called Beautiful.
Social exclusion in the City of Tshwane
Social exclusion is a global phenomenon; it is also very much alive in South Africa. With particular reference to the urban South Africa, De Beer (2008:185) concluded that '[l]ocal urban spaces become mirrors of what happens globally in arenas of greater connectedness for some and the increased exclusion of others'. It is not easy to define this concept, as emphasised by Du Toit (2008:139) : 'In South Africa, the reception of "social exclusion" discourse has been complex'. The discourse around this phenomenon has also gained momentum to the point of becoming a cliché that defines every social ill in our context. It has its historical roots in the colonial and apartheid past of South Africa; however, since 1994 it has received increasing attention from researchers, commentators and politicians who all agree that the gap between the rich and the poor in this country is widening by day.
Social 'inclusion' and 'exclusion' in South Africa, especially as it manifests in a city like Tshwane, has led to a total fragmentation of society. The enormity of this division is captured by De Beer (2013) as follows:
The city is dismembered -inner-city neighbourhoods, suburbs, townships and informal settlements, often deeply segregated, the one becoming a no-go area of the other, in opposition to each other and perpetual strangers of each other. The landless and homeless, the refugees and asylum-seekers find the city as a whole to be hostile territory, a place of banishment. (p. 4) The faces of social exclusion in South Africa are diverse and varied. They range from the marginalisation of drug addicts, sex workers, and the homeless, to legal and illegal immigrants from other parts of Africa and the rest of the world. The focus of this article is, however, on the exclusion of the homeless, a matter which is receiving serious attention in the City of Tshwane. Various publications on this matter exist (e.g. Mashau & Kritzinger 2014 ), but the research on which this article is based sought to explore it from a religious perspective by allowing the excluded homeless to express their views as to how they perceive the involvement of faith communities in response to their plight.
Social exclusion and faith communities in Tshwane
Of all things, religious communities should be models of 'accessible communities', a point of entry into God's love radiating through the lives of its participants (Reynolds 2012:33) . Critical reflection on the faith communities, as represented by the Christian church in this article, has shown that churches have not always been places of inclusion. Churches in South Africa have shown different faces in their response to social exclusion and marginalisation of the poor; in this case, the homeless. Pieterse's (2011:3) view is that '[e]very faith community has its own view of how to be involved in society and in the social needs of individuals and communities'.
In exploring some of the responses of the church, De Beer (2012) highlights nine characteristics of the church:
• The absent church. This is captured as follows:
The church is strangely absent from many of these emerging or decaying realities -if not physically, then in terms of concrete engagement, and sadly, often by designinstead of being a participating, inquisitive, learning and transformational companion. (De Beer 2012:253) • The silent church. This kind of a church 'often fails to provide prophetic and proactive leadership' (De Beer 2012:254 • The divided church. There is a lack of partnership amongst churches and even other faith communities in tackling issues of homelessness and other social issues. De Beer (2013) comments on the disunity in the church and the divided approach to the above-mentioned matters as follows:
The church is a dismembered body -functioning for years in the same neighbourhood without speaking to each other, without eating at the same table whilst confessing to membership of one family. The church is failing to work in coordinated ways although we are supposedly one body, seriously dismembered and disfigured, impotent from generating life and growth in dying neighbourhoods. (p. 4)
• The transforming church. This is the engaging church, one that stands in solidarity with the homeless and other groups of marginalisation in the urban spaces like the City of Tshwane (cf. De Beer 2012:255) . The responses of many churches to the social ills in our society have perpetuated the marginalisation of those who are socially excluded, such as the homeless and persons with disability in the City of Tshwane. In this case their presence in the city is unwelcome, as noted by De Beer (2013):
When our presence is so overwhelming that it overshadows the weaker voices of the poor, vulnerable girls, illegal asylum-seekers or informal street traders, it is a presence that should preferably have been kept at bay as it accentuates our strangeness, it becomes a 'heavy' presence, an unwanted presence. (p.
3)
The foregoing literature review laid the foundation in terms of understanding social exclusion, homelessness and disability.
The following section focuses on the research methodology used in this study in order to unearth the voices of those in the margins.
Research methodology
In the research on which this article is based, the Bible as the main source helped us to develop a dialogue between the trained and the ordinary reader. The Bible was used as a hermeneutical key to unlock how ordinary readers interpret the Bible in their context of social exclusion and homelessness. It became clear that ordinary readers use different hermeneutical lenses to look at and analyse any given text; and in this case the historical context and grammatical analysis of the text itself were ignored and even compromised. As a result, the text was read from the perspective of our current context wherein the temple is viewed to have the same meaning as the church today. Whilst it is imperative that trained readers do proper exegesis of the text, their reading of it through the eyes of ordinary readers and their context help them (trained readers) to dispel the traditional approach of 'ivory tower' preoccupations (cf. eds. Mashau & Kritzinger 2014:10) .
The method that was used in conducting the research was Gerald West's Contextual Bible Study (cf. West 1993) . The core of this approach is to read the Bible with the ordinary readers (West 1993:72) . The reading and reflection of Acts 3:1-10 was done by a group of the homeless in the City of Tshwane, with the trained readers serving as facilitators as prescribed by the method.
The group of the homeless interviewed was comprised of persons between 17 and 54 years of age. The majority of the group were women who were housed in the Potter's House.
Most men who attended the Bible study were not sheltered; they came from the streets.
The Bible study conducted by the researchers was comprised of 12 questions. The first and the second were answered by the whole group. From question three the group was then divided into four subgroups. At the end of each discussion they chose one person to represent the group. This approach proved to be a very successful tool in gathering data from participants. According to Greeff (2011:360) , focus groups are 'a means of better understanding how people feel or think about an issue, product or service'.
To avoid unethical behaviour on our part as researchers (cf. Struwig & Stead 2001:67) , all participants (informants) were informed of the nature of this research and their consent was sought so that this work would be published in the form of a scholarly article. All informants were willing participants in the whole process of data gathering and the synthesis thereof.
Theological reflection of Acts 3:1-10
By scrutinising Acts 3:1-10 this section deals with theological reflection by learned readers of the biblical text on issues of faith communities, social exclusion, homelessness and persons with disability. An exegetical reading of Acts 3:1-10 points to the healing of a lame man outside the temple.
The chosen text forms part of the bigger context and this is captured by Newman and Nida (1972) as follows:
This discourse (3.1-4.22) consists of three major parts: (1) 3.1-10 is the story of healing of the lame man; (2) 3.11-26 is the message of Peter to the people in the temple; and (3) 4.1-22 is the account of Peter and John before the Council, including not only the arrest and accusations but also the defence of Peter and the final outcome of the decision of the Council. (p. 67)
The research on which this article is based dealt with the first section of the discourse because this section provides a comprehensive picture that speaks to issues of the religious dimension of social exclusion, homelessness and persons with disability. The issue of homelessness is derived from within the broader scope of research on homelessness in the City of Tshwane and it finds resonance in this text as we reflect on the aspect of 'home' and 'family' as reflected in the case of the man who was born lame. If the lame man (Ac 3:1-10) experienced religious exclusion, that also had an economic dimension, and it is the case even more so for those people who are experiencing the social, economic, political and religious exclusion of being homeless. A further question arises about the extent of the exclusion of those who are homeless and at the same time have the same status of being persons with a disability.
In terms of the theological reflection of Acts 3:1-10, a number of pertinent issues are dealt with in the subsections that follow.
Church and context
Faith communities function within a particular context and have to respond to issues of social exclusion in that community. The healing of the lame man is taking place at the gate of the Temple in Jerusalem called Beautiful, one of the gates leading to the temple -the house of worship. The city of Jerusalem, the Temple of God in Jerusalem and the households of worshippers in this temple form part of this context.
Church and agency
The following characters are identified:
• the lame man from birth • the household of the man who was lame from birth • worshippers at the temple in Jerusalem • leaders in the temple and in this case Peter and John are mentioned • Jesus and his healing powers.
All these agents play a particular role in as far as issues of social exclusion, homelessness, and disability are concerned. In his comments about the Jewish tradition of charity, Speckman (1997:310) touched on the issue of agency as follows: '[H]e [Luke] consistently portrays a Jesus who (directly or through the apostles) responds to a beggar by transforming his/her condition'. It is clear that God is able to use human beings as agents of transformation, and that defines the calling of the communities of faith in the hour of exclusion and marginalisation.
Church, disability and social exclusion
Acts 3:1-10 demonstrates how social exclusion is even more entrenched in churches when it comes to persons with disability. Speaking in a different context, but on how persons with disability are received by faith communities, Reynolds (2012) says:
Disability unsettles easy assurances. It exemplifies how people can be represented in terms that exclude. Disability often comes to signify the way that some people are recognized as lacking Original Research something basic to what is understood as human, being abnormal, a body gone wrong. The implications of such 'recognition' -which is more adequately a mis-recognition -extend far beyond disability, and in fact touch on the cultural, social, and religious systems by which human beings gain orientation in the world and traffic with each other. (p. 33) In reading Acts 3:1-10, it is clear, without a doubt, that worshippers in the temple in Jerusalem were either ignorant or insensitive to the lame man's spiritual need to belong, to be part of their community and to be able to call their church his home. His longing to belong could only be satisfied when he was healed. After being healed, the man entered the temple walking, jumping and worshipping (Ac 3:8).
The economics of church, disability and social exclusion
Worshippers who donated money to the crippled beggar would not have appeased their consciences by just giving him some alms. There were two fundamental theological underpinnings that informed their actions: Jewish religious activities encouraged the giving of alms and therefore they were fulfilling their religious obligations or duties (Speckman 1997:310) and Jewish laws of purity. They would have considered anyone living with disability as considerably unclean and not worthy to enter the house of prayer and worship.
Economically, the lame man seems to have found a profitable occupation in his begging activities. It was economically viable for him; hence he was carried to the temple gate every day. It is clear that he was dependent on his disability to survive.
Homelessness, disability and religious exclusion
The man's disability excluded him from entering the temple. Because of his disability, those carrying him to the temple gate and worshippers were content when the man did not bother to join them for prayer and worship. His disability was taken as an excuse for him to stay away from religious participation. It is clear from the foregoing that the narrative of Acts 3:1-10 speaks of religious inclusivity and exclusivity; this exercise was perpetual. Worshippers went into the temple to offer their prayers and sacrifices, but the lame man was left begging at the Beautiful gate. It shows that this man was not at home in the church. Worshippers at the temple did not consider him to be part of their home or family, hence they did not take the trouble to carry him inside.
Religious inclusivity and healing
The narrative provides a missiological thrust for the whole discourse when recording the healing of the lame man. Firstly, the healing of the lame man presented Peter with the opportunity to share the gospel of and about Christ in the temple. Hamm (1986) 
remarks as follows:
Like the sights and sounds of the Pentecost miracle story of Acts 2, the cure of the man born lame becomes the subject of an interpretive speech by Peter to the people (3, (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) and of yet another speech to the leaders (4,8-12). (p. 21) Hamm (1986) continues to point out how the whole narrative ignited the spirit of solidarity in prayer amongst believers:
Finally, the prayer of the community in Acts 4, 24-30 is triggered by the response of the Jerusalem officials to the healing, and the content of the prayer is a petition for God's continued support through gifts of 'signs and wonders' which in this context are healing and bold preaching, the very things already illustrated concretely in the healing and the speech of Acts 3. (pp. 305-306) Religious inclusivity in addressing the needs of those who are socially marginalised opens the door for the preaching of the gospel -to share the healing and restorative power of Jesus Christ of Nazareth as Peter did.
Secondly, the man was given the opportunity to embrace his restoration which was holistically placed -on one hand his physical disability was healed and on the other hand it was the day of his salvation (cf. Hamm 1986:306). He was able to stand up, walk, jump and praise God. He was now liberated not only to be able to provide for himself physically (liberated from dependency) but also to be able to enter the house of God and join fellow family members in praising God. Speckman (1997:332) points out that 'an alternative to begging is offered, namely a total transformation of the person from being handicapped to being able'. Lastly, the community that excluded him because of his disability stood in awe and also praised God (Ac 3:10); and others came to see wonders of God (Ac 3:11). His healing had a great symbolic significance, namely of God welcoming his child home, amongst the brothers and sisters in God's family; this happened despite the social exclusion the lame man suffered earlier.
Contextual reading of Acts 3:1-10
In reading, interpreting and applying Acts 3:1-10 in the context of homelessness and social exclusion in the City of Tshwane, ordinary readers of the text concluded as follows.
On the question of what the text is all about, the entire group agreed that it was about Peter healing the crippled beggar. Although the ordinary readers of the text lacked any theological background or training, there was no doubt about their knowledge and understanding of the text. There was a general understanding of the text. They were able to engage it and through group discussions were able to understand what the text was all about. In addition to the general view that the text was about Peter healing the crippled beggar, ordinary readers immediately applied the text in their context of social exclusion and homelessness. In doing that they were able to retell the story in their own words and in light of their context. Group 3 concluded that 'the story is about God showing his power through Peter, because he used Peter to heal him'.
The group continued to say: '[T] he story is about a crippled man who only wanted money, he was not a believer and he did not think that he can walk but he believed that by begging people going into the church. But Original Research because God knew what he needed he healed him by using Peter, so that he can be able to work for himself instead of depending on other people. And as Peter was about to pray for him he told him that he does not have silver and gold but he gave him something which is valuable, which is healing. And through the healing of the man people saw that there is healing people saw that there is power in the name of Jesus.' (Respondents of Group 3) Whilst Group 2 reiterated what the latter group had said, they included that: ' [T]the story shows us that, when you go to the right place to look for help you will find God and also go to God expecting he will meet you at your needs.' (Respondents of Group 2) Group 3 added that the man was crippled from birth and his 'only opportunity was to be a beggar and receive alms'.
Faith communities and agency
Following the opening discussion was a question about the main characters and what they knew about each one of them. This question speaks to the issue of agency and how every character was involved in matters of faith and social exclusion and/or faith and social inclusion as reflected in the healing of the lame man. Respondents identified six characters, namely Peter, John, the lame man, worshippers at the temple, God and Jesus:
• Peter: Peter was identified as the 'one who helped the crippled man to stand up. He was one of the disciples of Jesus'. Seeing that Peter prayed for the crippled beggar as opposed to giving him alms, someone in the group assumed that 'Peter didn't have money, [because] he was broke'. However, the act of Peter towards the beggar was welcomed as one of the respondents commented that he (Peter) 'gave the man what he really needed'.
• John: The group realised that Peter was not alone in healing the crippled beggar; he was in the company of John whom the group identified as 'Peter's accomplice, Peter's prayer partner and friend in Christ'. The respondents unanimously commended Peter and John for the act of healing. When asked who Peter and John represent in their context, Group 3 responded by saying that they represent the pastors of the churches who pray for the sick people.
• The lame man: The man who was referred to by the respondents as 'the crippled man' was healed. One of the respondents in the group also identified the man as someone who is 'dependent on others. He didn't know what was best for him hence he asked for money and lastly, he was carried to the temple'. The crippled beggar was not seriously disabled. When the ordinary readers engaged the text they did not feel sympathetic towards the lame man. They felt that the man was not debilitated but had a disability and therefore was able to help himself out of the situation. This section will be explained later in the article when issues of self-development are discussed.
• Worshippers at the temple: The ordinary readers identified the worshippers at the temple as people who financially supported the attitude (of dependency) of the crippled beggar. The healing of the crippled beggar appeared to be an amazing narrative to the ordinary readers of the text; but the respondents identified it as amazing also to the group of worshippers at the temple. When he (the crippled beggar) was healed, the group of worshippers at the temple were amazed.
• God: As much as Peter and John were identified as key people in the healing of the crippled man, the ordinary group took cognisance of God's intervention in the healing of the crippled man. One thing that stood out from the discussion was their assertion that God is more interested in our spiritual growth than in our (physical) needs. Some of the responses that came out of the group were that 'when God wants to deliver you, He works through people' and that 'the purpose of the man being crippled [was that] God wanted to reveal His power through Peter and John to be acknowledged'.
• Jesus: It was the calling of the name of Jesus that brought healing to the crippled beggar. The entire group agreed that there is power in the name of Jesus and that Jesus' name is the channel through which the power of God operates. They added that if you believe in him (Jesus), all is possible.
Faith communities, disability and social exclusion
The main point of this article is that faith communities have a vital role to play in the context of social exclusion, disability and homelessness. Ordinary readers were given a set of questions with the aim of eliciting the church's response to the issue of social exclusion, a matter which was also relevant to their context of homelessness in the City of Tshwane. Five questions were posed. The first question was: what picture does this story paint about the church? One of the respondents in Group 1 answered this question by saying that 'it shows that the church followers were not true believers, even after the crippled man did his testimony to them; they were amazed and running after Peter and John'. Group 2 in their answer also made a negative observation about the church. They answered by saying that:
'The church has the cruel people, because the man was sitting at the gate and no one offered to take him inside the church to pray for him, where as they were passing him at the gate every time.' (Respondents of Group 2)
One of the respondents in this group exclaimed that 'the church did not care about him because he was lame'.
The second question was: what is it that the church could have done better before the intervention of John and Peter? One of the respondents in Group 1 responded by saying that the 'church should have provided help by putting a man inside the church and pray with him to get well. They should have encouraged the man to have faith in God'. One of the respondents in Group 3 added:
'They feel pity for them. They think that the lame people must live on hand-outs from people and they cannot help themselves. The churches must have the Spirit of God and treat people as normal people and they must pray for them to be healed. They must teach them to be responsible and empower them to be independent.' (Respondent, Group 3)
The ordinary readers had nothing positive to say about the church. This should serve as a lesson to the church in terms of trying to understand its image in society and in mapping out how it participates in social activities aimed at transforming people. The church should, without doubt, take seriously its calling of serving as a transforming agent of the missio Dei (mission of God).
The fourth question was: what are the things that you think the church should do which they are currently not doing? The whole group responded by saying that the church should be encouraged to collect the tithes and take the money to the poor and widows; the lame should be taught skills because most of them are gifted -they should be helped to go to school; the church can be the centre of help for people in the community, a place to relieve people's burdens.
Not only did the ordinary readers mention the role that the church should play, they also included the government as a role player. According to them, the government should play a role in empowering them spiritually and with skills. The government is not aware that both men and women are suffering. Another concern, voiced by one of the respondents, was that:
'A woman has more options for survival: they can either get a rich boyfriend or [become a] prostitute. They can be taken in by anyone or go to brothels. Guys have limited options: crime or get a job.' (Respondent, Group 2)
There was consensus amongst the group that more attention should be given to the plight of men. Individuals made the group aware that there were shelters for males in the city but they were not operating well. Also, these shelters had initiated programmes to empower men however not all of the men participated in them. The significance of education was subsequently raised. The conversation ended with the group having to identify the lame in their context. Group 2 identified them as:
' (a) When listening to the conversation of the ordinary readers of the text, it became very clear that they were observant as to how the church or faith communities respond to the issues raised.
Disability, dependency and self-development
It is apparent that when the ordinary readers engaged with the text, they were able to differentiate between being disabled and living with disability. According to them, the disability of the crippled beggar was not a reason for him to sit at the gate and beg. It became clear that cultivating a dependency mentality never crossed the minds of ordinary readers of the text as one of the solutions to the issue of social exclusion and the role that the church can play. When asked what is it that the lame man could have done differently to help himself, Groups 2 and 3 said that 'he should have asked people to take him inside the church to be prayed for instead of waiting at the gate and begging for money'. Group 4 put it in context when they answered by saying, 'He did this by asking for money. In our modern days he could have applied for disability grant. He could have identified his other Godgiven talents; maybe singing'. These comments raise issues of self-development and self-reliance as opposed to self-pity and dependency. These are critical issues that can contribute positively in resolving the problem of social exclusion and homelessness.
Synthesis: Emerging voices
In this article, the views of the trained readers of Acts 3:1-10 were used as a sounding board to enable the views of ordinary readers of the same text to emerge. According to West (1995:209) , this step is not only critical in the contextual bible study method of reading and interpreting the Bible, it also allows space for critical interfacing space between the trained and ordinary reader of the same text. This process does not only benefit the ordinary reader, but the trained reader as well; so the relationship between the two types of readers is reciprocal. It also allows the trained reader space to read the Bible using the spectacles of the ordinary reader. West (1993) This ignites the spirit of humility in the trained reader who ordinarily would be hesitant to listen to such voices; and without doubt it allows space for a mission and missiology from below.
When a synthesis of voices of trained and ordinary readers was made, in the context of Acts 3:1-10, it became clear that ordinary readers of the text understood what the text was about. Whilst the trained readers would have provided a more theological thrust with regard to the historical placement of Acts 3:1-10 and its scope, ordinary readers did not care much about such a context and scope; they cared much about retelling the story in the language they best understand and also applying it within their own context of homelessness in the City of Tshwane. They saw this text for what it is; a spiritual guide and liberatory tool to provide lasting solutions to the problem of social exclusion and the role that faith communities, as represented by the church in this research, can and should play.
As for the main thrust of the narrative in Acts 3:1-10, trained readers and ordinary readers have four things in common, namely:
• the text is about the healing of the lame man • God uses human agency to attend to human needs • social exclusion is a reality and it is something that is practised by faith communities as well; especially when it comes to persons with disability • faith communities should respond, as part of their calling, to the injustices of social exclusion and discrimination against the homeless and persons with disability.
The emerging voices of the ordinary readers can be summarised as follows:
• Social exclusion is a reality in the context of homelessness in the City of Tshwane; this exclusion is not only a reality in the areas of economics and politics, but also in the church.
• The faces of social exclusion in the context of homelessness in the City of Tshwane are diverse and varied. It became clear that persons with disability, those who are begging in the streets and the unemployed are part of the equation.
• To the homeless and persons with disability religious exclusion is a matter of serious concern in South Africa. With regard to persons with disability, Matsebula (2011) argues as follows:
Like all other churches in the world, many SA churches have not openly acknowledged their role in addressing disability. The church has not accepted that disability is a human right that requires mainstreaming in all respects. (p. 414)
• Religious exclusion is influenced by certain stereotypes that people in faith communities like the church hold against the homeless and persons with disability. This might also be caused by negligence on the side of the church (cf. Kritzinger, Meiring & Saayman 1994:74 ).
• Faith communities should change their understanding and attitude towards the homeless and persons with disability. Persons with disability are not disabled and therefore should not serve as objects of the church's charity, for instance.
• Churches should become a home for everybody, including those who are socially marginalised, the homeless and persons with disability included. The lame man in Acts 3:1-10 should have been welcomed home, in God's family or household (temple), long before he received the healing. This would have sent a positive message that the church is a home for all irrespective of one's social status. More and more churches in the city should spill onto a sidewalk, as the Central Methodist Church in Johannesburg has done (Kuljian 2013 ).
• The church should serve as an agent of transformation, seeking to provide relief where it is needed but also empowering those in the margins to move to the mainstream of society.
• Faith communities should serve as healing agencies, having an impact on lives and transforming them through prayer and other rituals like the sacraments in their worship services.
• Faith communities should not work in isolation in attending to the needs of those in the margins; they should collaborate with government and other stakeholders.
Conclusion
Recent public discourse around statues and xenophobic attacks on foreign nationals are just manifestations of a deeper societal problem -social exclusion. Faces of social exclusion are diverse and varied; they include social, economic, political and religious dimensions. The first three are interwoven and well documented by researchers, but religious exclusion requires special attention, especially in the context of the homeless and persons with disability in the City of Tshwane.
The encounterological reading of Acts 3:1-10 by both trained and ordinary readers of the text, which led to a synthesis of their understanding and interpretation, unmasked the reality of social exclusion perpetuated by faith communities in the City of Tshwane; a reality which is experienced by the homeless and persons with disability as faces of those in the margins. Whilst those in the margins had negative views about faith communities and how they are responding to their challenges of social exclusion, homelessness and disability, it became clear that they remain optimistic that the church can still turn the tide and attend to their issues in transforming ways -serving as agents of transformation. Their presence, therefore, is not one that overwhelms and overshadows the margins, but one that transforms the margins and integrates them in the mainstream of social, economic, political and religious wellbeing of all.
